Hurricane Sandy: Power and Shower Relief Services Provided
through Proctor & Gamble Partnership
The LLIS.gov team identified several innovative Whole Community ideas and practices to
support preparedness, response, and recovery following Hurricane Sandy.

SUMMARY
During Hurricane Sandy recovery operations, Proctor & Gamble (P&G) partnered with the
American Red Cross (ARC) to provide essential services to survivors in disaster areas. In
addition to delivering personal care products, P&G set up a Mobile Relief Center and
mobilized Tide Loads of Hope and Duracell Power Forward Fleet to deliver shower, laundry,
and power services across the Northeast.
DESCRIPTION

Hurricane Sandy

On Monday, October 29, 2012, Hurricane
Sandy made landfall near Atlantic City, New
Jersey, pushing a massive storm surge to
shore and generating winds to up to 75 miles
per hour. The National Hurricane Center
downgraded Sandy to a post-tropical cyclone
shortly after landfall. Sandy caused storm
surge, record flooding, and wind damage.
Nine days after the storm, a large nor’easter
caused massive snowfall undermining
response operations in the disaster-impacted
areas.
Sandy Approaching the East Coast on Oct. 29,

As a result of these events, millions of
2012 (Source: NOAA)
people were left without power and
hundreds were displaced along the East Coast from North Carolina to Maine. New York and
New Jersey, two of the most populated states in the nation, were particularly impacted by
the storm.
The widespread power outages left many disaster area residents without heat, hot water,
and the ability to do laundry, cook hot meals, and recharge electronic devices for many
weeks if not months. A month after the storm, New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg
stated, “When the season turns to winter this Friday, it is expected to bring the cold with
it... And as temperatures drop, those living without heat face serious health problems and
even death.” According to the Edison Electric Institute, restoring power in Sandy's wake
was the “single biggest task the utility industry had ever faced.”

Procter & Gamble Relief Operations

Following Hurricane Sandy, P&G deployed the
P&G Mobile Relief Center, Tide Loads of Hope,
and the Duracell Power Forward fleet. P&G
worked with ARC to identify the best locations
for these relief convoys and to place them near
ARC shelters and sites.
The P&G Mobile Relief Center
The P&G Mobile Relief Center became operational
one week after Sandy made landfall in Union Beach,
New Jersey. The Center contained bathroom and
shower facilities, and offered personal care kits as
well as household goods such as paper towels,
cleaning supplies, and baby products to victims.

P&G is a global, publicly traded Fortune
500 company and the largest consumer
packaged goods company in the world.
The company encompasses 50 brands,
including Tide and Duracell. P&G started
responding to disasters in 1972
following Hurricane Agnes.

Following the Center’s deployment, the P&G Disaster
Relief Coordinator stated, “This is the second time
we have deployed the Center and are looking
forward to making a meaningful difference... We will
be leveraging our retail partnerships to set up in
multiple locations in order to reach as many
communities and people as possible.”

The P&G Mobile Relief Center
(Source: P&G)

As of November 21, 2012, over 23,000 personal care kits had been made available to
thousands in need. In addition, Center staff had distributed 10 truckloads of goods to
victims in difficult-to-reach areas such as Staten Island, New York.
The Tide Loads of Hope
The Tide Loads of Hope truck was deployed to
Eatontown, New Jersey, four days after Sandy made
landfall. The truck housed 32 energy-efficient washers
and dryers. Over 100 people were waiting in line to
drop off laundry by six the next morning, and more
than one thousand loads were collected that first day.
By November 21, 2012, Loads of Hope staff had
washed, dried, and folded almost 2,900 loads of
laundry and donated more than 10,000 bottles of Tide
to areas throughout the Northeast.
Survivors at the Loads of Hope site

The Duracell Power Forward Fleet
in Eatontown, NJ (Source: P&G)
To address widespread power outages after Sandy,
Duracell deployed the Duracell Power Forward Community Center in Battery Park, New York,
as well as its Rapid Responder four-by-four truck.
The Duracell Center and truck distributed batteries,
provided cellphone and laptop charging services, and
offered Wifi internet access to victims free of charge.
During the three weeks following the storm, these
assets distributed over 125,000 batteries and
charged approximately 1,000 cellphones and other
devices for Sandy victims. In particular, the roaming
ability of the Rapid Response truck in New Jersey
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The Duracell Rapid Responder
Truck (Source: P&G)

and New York enabled Duracell staff to reach the most hard-hit communities where roads
were flooded and the transportation infrastructure was either damaged or inoperable.
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DISCLAIMER

Lessons Learned Information Sharing (LLIS.gov) is the Department of Homeland Security/Federal
Emergency Management Agency's national online network of lessons learned, best practices, and
innovative ideas for the emergency management and homeland security communities. The Web site
and its contents are provided for informational purposes only, without warranty or guarantee of any
kind, and do not represent the official positions of the Department of Homeland Security. For more
information on LLIS.gov, please email feedback@llis.dhs.gov or visit www.llis.gov.
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